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Our greatest danger in life

Is permitting the urgent things

To crowd out the important.

Charles Hummel

Tyranny of the Urgent



School Marketing Made Easy!
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© New Yorker Magazine

“Astrophysics Made Simple”



The “Burger Approach” 
to Highly-Qualified Enrollment Gains: 

AKA the Hamburger, Turkey Burger, Impossible Burger, In-and-Out “Protein Style” Burger
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The Top Bun: 
Identity and Market Research
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of Branding 
and Identity
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Who we are!

Who we are NOT!

What we stand for!

What we will NOT stand for!

WHY we matter!

Where we’re headed!
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Internal Alignment: Boldly Differentiate!

Who do YOU think you are? (are NOT)?
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Widen the Aperture: Who do THEY think you are?



Become an Outsider! 
To whom do you listen?

1. Inquired but no further action

2. Visited but never applied

3. Applied and were accepted but didn’t enroll

4. Newly enrolled

5. Voluntarily left the school

6. Feeder schools 

7. Matriculating schools 

8. Alumni or past parents 
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The Importance of Listening to 
Community Influencers
• Community Influencers can be those who know you well and those you want to 

bring closer
 Psychologists, counselors who may support your students

 Educational Consultants

 Leaders in businesses and non profits that reflect your mission

 Media who cover education

 Officers at local, regional, or national organizations

 CEOs and HR Directors

 People you want to bring on to your Board of Trustees

 Ask your board for help in identifying these influencers!

• Benefits:

• Understand your school’s position among your competitors from WOM leaders

• Build opportunities for partnerships to
 Raise awareness of your school as an asset to the community

 Identify programmatic or capstone projects to broaden your curriculum and get your 
students working on real world projects they could present to community organizations
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The Burger: Identify at rooftop 
level the families you want to replicate 

Ensure that those who will get your message will be the ones most 

likely to respond to you. Narrow the funnel.

The “Burger”: Enrollment Feasibility and Five-Year Forecasting
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The Enrollment Feasibility and Five Year Forecast, based on predictive 

modeling, showed us who could afford us who thinks like us, and who would be 

most likely to choose us. 

Your research and data changed our marketing to a microtargeting
view. That was a game changer, because like most marketing teams, we have 

finite marketing dollars to spend. We learned what the messages were that we 

needed to share and where the people were who needed to know those message. 

This gave us comfort and confidence with our marketing dollars.

Of the 24 applications we received on 

account of your mail list, over 50% enrolled!

Andrew Deyell, HOS, Elmwood-Franklin, K-8, Buffalo, NY



Market Profile 

Elements Of Those 

Mission-Fit Families 

Whom You Would 

Like To ‘Clone”

▪ Psychographic Segments: 

The dominant “tribes” in 

your school

▪ Income

▪ Home Value

▪ Net worth

▪ Target Ages

▪ Drive Time

▪ Educational 

Attainment of Head 

of HH
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Ordering a Mail List of Prospective Families: fields to include 
so you can sort on specialized target interests 
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Acxiom

Experian

Claritas

ESRI for Demographic Forecasts
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School Market Profile 
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Microtargeted 

area
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Outcomes!



Steps for Enrollment Feasibility and 
Five-Year Forecasting Recap
1. Market Profile of the families you want to clone or replicate.  Analysis of 

commonalities, personas or segments they represent, returns both 
psychographic and demographic data.  Who are your School’s dominant 
“tribes?”

2. Use this as a filter to identify and locate all those families who fit your profile 
in your market areas or drive time.

3. Purchase mail list using your Market Profile.   Geocode lat/longs of prospects.  
The mail list can also provide messaging suggestions through information on 
the “tribes” or segments and how these prospects want to be approached.

4. Map prospects on Google Earth.  Map Brand Ambassadors.

5. Look for tight overlays of prospects and ambassadors to identify primary, 
secondary, future markets.

6. Overlay Five-Year Forecast “Hot Spots”.

7. Combine Market Research and psychographic segment data for Messaging
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The Bottom Bun: Internal 
Alignment
Pulling in the Same Direction
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Make every

cell contain the

genetic code.
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https://www.connor-associates.com/download-free-ebook
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Our greatest danger in life

Is permitting the urgent things

To crowd out the important.

Charles Hummel

Tyranny of the Urgent
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1. Identify in the present your most mission-appropriate prospects at rooftop level and map qualified leads 
five years into the future – impacting not only enrollment, but also development, institutional strategic 
planning, marketing plans, and school sustainability as well.

2. Assess business operations and inform boards on pricing sensitivity, tuition analysis, benchmarking, 
reliable revenue streams, and capital management. In addition, we perform administrative leadership search
and support candidates for up to a year.

3. Understand confidentially the real reasons families inquire, visit but not apply, do not choose your school, 
enroll, or do not return. Our researchers are trained interrogative reporters who listen between the lines to 
get to the essence of your audience’s thinking, fears, and aspirations.

4. Understand external perceptions and strategic opportunities from community influencers, sending schools, 
matriculating schools/colleges, and others who have the connections to refer families to your school or to 
build community educational partnerships that will enhance your program.

5. Collect and analyze objective qualitative and quantitative data from alumni and past families for 
compelling testimonials and success stories to use in content marketing – as well as gather updated contact 
information for alumni and past families so you can grow and serve your lifetime constituents.

2021: Five Key Strategic Tasks for School Leaders
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Apply what is learned into a timeline-based 
actionable strategy and tactics for teaching and 
learning, marketing/communications, enrollment 
management, retention, business operations, and 
fundraising.

Train everyone on their role in promoting and 
marketing the school, including teachers and 
trustees. 

And Finally: 



The formula for success
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Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan Change

Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan Confusion

Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan Anxiety

Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan Gradual Change

Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan Frustration

Vision Skills Incentives Resources Action Plan False Starts
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…He not busy being born is busy dying.



Psychodemographic Enrollment Modeling and 5 Year Forecasting

Forensic Financial Research • Marketing Research and Planning • Forging Identity and Alignment

Brand Development and Messaging  • Website Development  and Marketing Collateral • Communicating  Value  • Institutional Strategic Planning •

Leadership Search and Executive Coaching

Connor Associates 

Strategic Services

www.connor-associates.com

www.connor-associates.com/marketing-therapy

mike@connor-associates.com


